Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Land & Environmental Management
6111 Bollinger Rd, 3rd Floor
San Ramon, CA 94583

June 19, 2015
George Rodericks, City Manager
City Hall
91 Ashfield Drive
Atherton, CA 94027
Re:

Outreach to private property owners regarding upcoming community gas safety work

Dear Mr. Rodericks:
As you know, we recently met with city staff to discuss PG&E’s ongoing gas safety efforts in Atherton.
The safety of our customers and communities will always be our top priority, and we appreciate Atherton’s
partnership during this important work.
PG&E is focused on improving community safety by addressing potential risks to our gas transmission
pipelines. Certain trees, tree roots, brush, and structures can threaten gas safety because they block first
responders’ access during emergencies and prevent PG&E crews from performing critical safety and
maintenance work. In addition, tree and brush roots can damage underground pipelines over time by
impacting the pipes’ protective coating, leading to corrosion. The fact is, national experts on pipeline
safety and first responders agree that moving or replacing trees and other obstacles located too close to
underground pipelines will make the community safer.
PG&E understands how important trees and landscape are to the residents and city of Atherton. Trees
are very important to us, too. That’s why we are closely reviewing the area above our gas transmission
pipelines to ensure that we are only replacing those trees and bushes that pose a threat to public safety.
While removing all vegetation from zero to 10 feet on either side of the transmission pipeline is industry
best practice, we will work with property owners to conduct a detailed assessment of trees located on or
adjacent to residential private property as detailed below (additional information can be found in
Attachment A).
•

PG&E will share with private property owners what we know about the safety risks and gather
specific information about their tree(s) and property.

•

Trees and brush located between zero and five feet from the edge of the pipe must be removed
to:
o
o
o

Ensure emergency first responders and PG&E gas safety specialists have the minimum
clearance (five feet on either side of the pipeline) for immediate access in an emergency;
Protect the pipeline from damage caused by tree and brush roots; and
Help improve community safety.

•

For trees and brush located between 5.1 and 10 feet from the edge of the pipeline, PG&E will
conduct an assessment of the following data: tree species, size at maturity, distance from the
pipe, as well as information about the pipe itself and the environment around it, to determine if a
tree poses an unacceptable risk to the pipeline.

•

PG&E will meet with the property owner to review the results of the safety assessment. When
trees need to be removed for safety reasons, we will work with the property owner to offer
replacement trees, a safe distance from the pipe at appropriate locations on the property.

•

Trees that are between 5.1 and 10 feet from the pipe and considered a manageable risk can
potentially remain in place with ongoing monitoring by PG&E professionals. In the future, if these
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trees become an unacceptable risk to the pipeline, we will work with the property owner to
address the situation at that time.
•

PG&E will obtain ministerial encroachment permits and/or building permits associated with this
gas safety work and offer mitigation consistent with Atherton’s tree ordinance.

Schedule for Outreach
PG&E will be working directly with private property owners regarding all proposed tree removals in the
city. Below is a timeline of proposed outreach. We will continue to work in close coordination with you and
city staff. Please note this timeline is subject to change based upon scheduling and availability of property
owners.
•

Week of June 22: PG&E will begin outreach to private property owners by mailing personalized
letters to each property owner.

•

Week of June 29: PG&E will work with private property owners to schedule onsite visits.

•

Week of July 6: PG&E will begin meeting with property owners to explain the program, gather any
additional information and jointly develop action plans.

The timeline for beginning the safety work will depend upon agreements with the private property owners.
As always, if there are any questions, please contact me at your convenience.
Again, thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Bill Chiang
Government Relations Representative
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Phone: 650-339-1627
Email: william.chiang@pge.com
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ATTACHMENT A
Private Property Safety Assessment – Trees and Vegetation
PG&E understands how important trees are to customers, the community and the environment. To
ensure we are only replacing trees that pose a safety concern, we are conducting an in-depth
assessment of trees located on private property. As part of this assessment, we will work with private
property owners to share with them what we know about the safety risks and gather specific information
about their tree and property. While removing vegetation from 10 feet on either side of the pipeline is the
industry’s best practice to reduce safety risks, trees that are determined to be a manageable risk can
potentially remain in place with ongoing monitoring and inspections by our PG&E safety professionals. In
the future, it may be determined that these trees develop into a risk for the pipeline serving gas to the
community, and we will work with the property owner to address the situation at that time.
The chart below outlines the steps PG&E will utilize to conduct the review of trees on private property.

Please note for trees located on city-owned property, PG&E will continue to work with city leaders to
conduct an in-depth review of every tree.
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ATTACHMENT B

